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Health Data to Insights

Learn from insights through real-time access to healthcare information from various sources.

Health Business Intelligence | Health Data Integration

Serving the Poor and Vulnerable
Read how Providence St. Joseph Health harmonized data from multiple enterprise data and deployed analytics software on the SAP HANA business platform.
Read the business transformation study

Better Run World Transforming Mental Health with Data
See how Harris Logic leverages technology to transform behavioral healthcare using SAP HANA and SAP Predictive Analytics.
Watch the video

Building a Scalable Healthcare and Medical Research Platform
Learn how Beek’s Children, one of Europe’s largest university hospitals, built an integrated platform for digital patient records, using SAP HANA extended application services (XS)
Read the business transformation study

Health Business Intelligence
Gain real-time insights into structured and unstructured healthcare information and use predictions to make informed decisions.

- Healthcare Predictive Analytics
  Create high-performance predictive modeling by automating or choosing algorithms including your own.

- Augmented Analysis
  Capitalize on automated insights augmented by advanced machine learning and predictive analysis.

- Dashboard Design
  Design impactful data visualizations and BI dashboards to communicate analytics insights.

- Enterprise Data Warehouse
  Build your data warehouse quickly with an integrated data warehouse application.

SAP Analytics Cloud
Discover previously unseen insights with machine learning, simplify access to critical information with natural language processing, and model complex scenarios with powerful predictive capabilities.

SAP BusinessObjects Enterprise
Increase visibility and agility across your digital supply chain by leveraging machine learning for logistics, manufacturing, and asset management.

Health Data Integration
Unlock maximum value from all of your healthcare organization’s data with exceptional functionality for data integration.

- In Memory Data Integration
  Integrate high-volume data with better performance and scalability.

- Data Integration for S-AKANA
  Improve business intelligence, compliance, and continuity to deliver accurate, updated data as needed.

- Batch Data Integration
  Support Hana analytics and integrate high volumes of data from legacy systems without additional hardware.

SAP Analytics Cloud
Harness the latest technology and give everyone in your organization the ability to discover actionable insights in real-time with this single solution that delivers business intelligence, planning, and predictive analytics.